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a b s t r a c t

We present a systematic study of the effect of pre-ageing between 293 K and 373 K in a 6082
Aluminum alloy using mainly differential scanning calorimetry in combination with Vickers hardness
and transmission electron microscopy. The pre-ageing effects are characterized through the modifi-
cations of the b00 precipitation DSC signal. Pre-ageing at 293 K leads to a progressive increase of the
peak temperature, until it reaches a plateau at long aging times (�250min), while pre-ageing at 373 K
leads to a continuous decrease of the peak temperature. The results indicate the formation of two
different types of clusters, named 1 and 2, below and above a pre-ageing transition temperature,
determined to be around 343 K. After pre-ageing below 343 K, the dissolution of clusters 1 super-
imposed with the b00 precipitation occurs, and the enthalpy change remains almost independent of pre-
ageing time. Instead, pre-ageing above 343 K leads to the formation of type 2 clusters that transform on
heating into b00 phase precipitates, with a decreasing enthalpy change as pre-ageing time increases.
This result indicates that clusters 2 evolve during pre-ageing, reaching a structure/composition with
formation enthalpy similar to that of b00 phase. Vickers hardness reveals the different evolution of both
types of clusters with aging time. Transmission electron microscopy observations on samples subse-
quently aged at 453 K, show that type 2 clusters favour the nucleation of b00 precipitates, while type 1
clusters hamper such nucleation process.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

AleMgeSi alloys are being increasingly applied in a wide range
of engineering applications, mainly in transportation and building.
nes/b00 precipitates/b0 precipitates/b phase
In these alloys an extremely rich variety of solute aggregation states
have been observed, including solute clustering and different
metastable phases, depending on the alloy composition,
99, 7000, Tandil, Argentina.
da Grau).
temperature and ageing time. The precipitation sequence has been
investigated by many researchers and can be schematically pre-
sented as [1,2]:
where SSS is the supersaturated solid solution, b phase is the
equilibrium Mg2Si phase [3], and in between a series of metastable
solute rich configurations have been reported [4e6]. Such sequence
is not valid for every temperature, since some of the phases might
not occur at low or high temperature, or may transform into others
at high temperature [7e10]. There also may be temperature ranges
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of co-existence of more than one phase [9e11]. Ageing at low
temperature, between 273 K and 373 K, leads to different kind of
Mg and Si clustering. The excess amount of solute atoms that are
homogeneously distributed in the matrix just after quenching, SSS
condition, establish a high energy condition. Due to its difference in
size and/or in electron affinity relative to the Al atoms, each solute
atom will strain the matrix locally [12]. When Mg and Si are com-
bined, they compensate for their large and small atomic size,
causing less strain in the surrounding Al lattice. This means that
supersaturation already constitutes a strong driving force toward
solute clustering. Eventual energetically favorable chemical
bonding can set up additional driving forces toward nucleation, of
which theMgeSi bond is the strongest [13]. Because they are highly
coherent with the matrix [7,14], clusters have a very low interfacial
energy. Additionally there is very little misfit strain, minimizing the
activation energy barrier for their formation.

The formation of clusters during aging at 293 K (natural aging,
NA) has beenwidely studied [15e20], because such clusters reduce
the nucleation rate of b00 phase, and consequently produce a slow
hardening response of the material under artificial aging (AA)
[7,9,14,21e25]. The formation of clusters at slightly higher tem-
peratures has been less examined. However, cluster formation
during ageing at temperatures in the range 343 Ke373 K has been
addressed [8,14,16,26e30], and there is good agreement that these
clusters are nuclei of the b00 phase. Despite the vast amount of re-
ported information, most of the studies were performed after aging
at a fixed temperature and aging time. All the clusters are extremely
small, just a few nanometers in size, fully coherent with the matrix
and do not have a distinct structure [7,14]. The best technique to
analyze nanoscale clusters is 3D atom probe. However, trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), and other indirect techniques
such as thermal analysis, mechanical testing, X-ray scattering and
positron annihilation spectroscopy, are able to contribute signifi-
cant information.

The aim of this work is to present a systematical study of the
clusters formed in the temperature range between 293 K and 373 K,
and their evolution with ageing time. We use differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) to follow the clusters’ effects on the subsequent
precipitation of the b00 phase, complemented with Vickers hardness
(Hv), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). DSC provides
unique quantitative information about the relative stability and
formation enthalpy of metastable phases. Moreover, DSC plus
hardness measurements provide a comprehensive picture of the
clusters’ evolution.

2. Experimental

The alloy under study was a commercial AW-6082 alloy (Alcoa
Europe) with nominal composition Ale1.07-
Sie0.72Mge0.61Mne0.04Cue0.21Fe (wt%), received in form of
hot-rolled 10 mm thick sheet. The relation Mg2Si isz 1.1 wt%, with
0.6 wt% Si excess. Samples for DSC were prepared as disks with
4.5 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness. Samples for Hv de-
terminations were prepared as plates with around (10 � 20)mm2

area and 1.5 mm thickness. Before testing, the samples were
solution-treated at 823 K for 30 min, and subsequently quenched
into room temperature (RT) water. Pre-ageing (PA) thermal treat-
ments between 293 K and 373 K were performed in twoways, both
with PID temperature control. DSC disks were annealed in a ther-
mal bath. The Hv samples were annealed between heating plates.
The temperature was monitored with a K-type thermocouple
welded to a reference sample, recording the temperature-time data
with a data logger. The PA temperature variationwas less than ±2 K.
The DSC tests were conducted with a Rheometric Scientific DSC SP
calorimeter. The Hv determinations were conducted with a
Mitutoyo indenter using a 100 g load. TEM observations were car-
ried out using a Tecnai F20 microscope. For TEM observations,
3 mm diameter discs were cut by spark erosion from the plates for
hardness measurement, and their thickness was reduced to about
150 mmbymechanical grinding, Final thinning was carried out with
double jet electropolishing, as described elsewhere [22].

3. Results

3.1. DSC analysis and hardness measurements

Fig. 1 contains representative DSC thermograms obtained in
samples with increasing PA time at 293 K, 333 K, 353 K and 373 K.
Two prominent exothermic peaks can be observed between 473 K
and 523 K, identified as I and II, which correspond to the precipi-
tation of the b00 and b0 phases, respectively [23,25,31,32]. It is
worthy to note that no peaks are observed below 450 K as those
reported in Refs. [16,27,29,31]. Since the analysis will focus mainly
on the b00 phase precipitation, corresponding to peak I, a limited
temperature range, 400 Ke700 K, is shown. The following general
features can be noted:

1) A temperature shift of peak I is observed in the thermograms as
the PA time increases.

2) The area under peaks I do not change significantly when PA
occurs at RT, while significant changes occur for PA at higher
temperatures.

3) When PA is carried out at room temperature, a small endo-
thermic peak around 483 K is observed, more pronounced as the
NA increases. This endothermic peak is not observed when PA is
carried out at higher temperatures.

In order to analyze in detail the temperature shifts of peak I, the
peak temperature (Tp), that of maximum reaction rate d2Q/dT2 ¼ 0,
was selected as a characteristic parameter, since it can be deter-
mined with high precision. Indeed, differences below ±1 K in Tp
weremeasuredwhen DSC runswere repeated in each PA condition.
Fig. 2 shows the evolution of Tp as a function of PA time and
temperature. Pre-ageing at 293 K leads to an increase of Tp, until it
reaches a plateau for tPA longer thatz250min. In contrast, the pre-
aging at 373 K leads to a continuous decrease of Tp. Analysis of the
data presented in Fig. 2 indicates that there is a transition tem-
perature, somewhere in between 333 K and 353 K, abovewhich the
peak temperature increases with PA time and below which the
opposite behavior occurs.

The heat associated to the b00 precipitation, Q, was measured as
the integral area of the exothermic signal I, AI. This released heat
represents the enthalpy change (DH) associated with the precipi-
tation reaction, where DH ¼ Q ¼ �AI. Fig. 3 presents the DH values
against the PA time at 293 K and 373 K. The area corresponding to
signal I in the thermograms of samples with PA at 293 K is difficult
to determine due to the overlap of the exothermal signal of the
precipitation of the b00 phase and the preceding endothermic signal,
resulting in a large uncertainty. However, the results show that DH
is almost constant as a function of pre-ageing time at 293 K. Instead,
the enthalpy difference decreases progressively as pre-ageing time
at 373 K increases, reaching a value of zero for PA of around
1400 min and longer.

In Fig. 4, the hardness evolution during isothermal aging at
373 K is compared with that during NA and AA at 453 K. A signif-
icant difference in the hardness evolution can be observed between
aging at 293 K and 373 K. While Hv increases gradually with ageing
time during NA, reaching a saturation value of 96 MPa after around
104 min (7 days), aging at 373 K leads to a slower increase of Hv up
to about 1000 min, followed by a faster increase up to a value of



Fig. 1. Evolution of DSC thermograms with increasing pre-ageing time (in minutes) at different pre-ageing temperatures: 293 K, 333 K, 353 K, 373 K.

Fig. 2. Evolution of Tp, the peak temperature of peak I, with pre-ageing time at the
different pre-ageing temperatures.

Fig. 3. Evolution of the enthalpy change associated with the precipitation of the b00

phase with pre-ageing at 293 K and 373 K.
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133 MPa at about 5.9$104 min (z40 days).
Fig. 5 compares the hardness evolution at 453 K after pre-ageing

for 180 min at RT and 373 K. The hardness measured directly after
solution treatment and quenching (SS) is shown for comparison.
After RT pre-ageing, the hardness evolution shows an initial stage
with a very slow hardness increase up to an ageing time of about
30 min, and then a second stage with a rapid hardness increase,
reaching the peak ageing after about 120 min. Instead, after pre-
ageing at 373 K, the fast hardness increase is shifted to shorter
times, beginning after only 10 min of ageing. After about 30 min,
hardness continues to grow at a lower rate, reaching the peak
hardness at the same time as for RT pre-ageing, and with a similar
value. Hardening after PA remains lower than that obtained under
AA from the SS.

3.2. TEM characterization

Fig. 6 shows a TEM image of a sample aged oneweek (104min) at
373 K. A high density of small dark spots is observed, that is
attributed to the formation of clusters with sizes of a few nano-
meters. The clusters showed no contrast in high resolution TEM
images. No b00 phase precipitates were detected.

Fig. 7 shows two-beam bright field images obtained near the
½011�matrix zone axis of specimens pre-aged 180min at RT (a) or at



Fig. 4. Hardness evolution during isothermal ageing at 293 K, 373 K and 453 K.

Fig. 5. Hardness evolution during AA at 453 K measured directly after quenching (SS),
and following pre-ageing for 180 min at 293 K and 373 K.

Fig. 6. Bright field image of a specimen aged for 1 week at 373 K.
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373 K (b), and subsequently aged during 30 min at 453 K (marks in
Fig. 5). In both specimens the observed contrast corresponds to
needle-shaped b00 precipitates oriented parallel to the 〈100〉 matrix
directions, andwhose projections are oriented parallel to the [10 0]
and the [0 1 1] directions. The density of precipitates is higher and
the average size is smaller in the specimen with pre-aging at 373 K
that those in the RT pre-aged specimens.

Fig. 8 shows STEM annular bright field (ABF) images along the
[001] matrix zone axis (a,b) and High Resolution images (c,d) of
specimens with PA at RT (a,c) or 373 K (b,d), subsequently aged at
453 K for 120 min, corresponding to the peak hardness condition
(Fig. 5). Three needle-shaped b00 precipitate variants, oriented along
the 〈100〉 matrix directions, are indicated. In the high resolution
images (c, d) only the needle shaped variants parallel to the [001]
direction are observed, since very few precipitates of the other
variants are found in the very thin regions of the specimen and
their contrast is very low due to the high coherence with the ma-
trix. Using the ABF images, the average precipitate lengths were
measured, resulting in (20 ± 1) nm and (14 ± 1) nm for the pre-
ageing at room temperature and at 373 K, respectively. The
average diameter of the precipitates was measured in the high
resolution images. A value of 2.2 nm, for both pre-ageing temper-
atures was determined.
4. Discussion

The DSC results showed that during pre-ageing different pro-
cesses occur according to the PA temperature. A “low” temperature
behavior and a “high” temperature behavior were identified with a
transition temperature around 343 K. These different behaviours
can be related to the formation of different types of clusters when
pre-ageing is carried out above or below the transition tempera-
ture. Those formed below 343 K are named type 1 clusters, while
those that form above 343 K are named type 2 clusters.

Different types of clusters according to the pre-ageing temper-
ature have been reported by several authors. For example, Mur-
ayama and Hono [14] in alloys with slightly different composition
(Ale0.65 wt% Mge0.7 wt% Si and Ale0.70 wt% Mge0.55 wt% Si),
reported the formation of MgeSi co-clusters at room temperature,
and spherical GP zones at 343 K that had different effects on the
microstructural evolution during subsequent artificial ageing at
448 K. Later, Takata et al. [28], reported different types of clusters
forming at 363 K and at 323 K in an Ale0.7 wt% Mge0.7 wt% Si
alloy. In both cases, the results presented are consistent with a
transition temperature of about 343 K as reported in the present
work. Although there is valuable reported information, the clusters
composition is still unclear. According to reference [14], from a
chemical point of view, clusters formed at low and high aging
temperature are essentially the same; the only difference is in the
size and the density of solute atoms. Serizawa et al. [16] reported
the Mg/Si ratio of approximately 1.5e2.0, reaching a maximum size
of around 25 atoms after aging 103 day at RT, and of around 175
atoms after 7 days at 373 K. Torsaeter et al. [30] found that nearly all
clusters after aging at 373 K are of the Mg1Si1 type, while a sig-
nificant number of nonbalanced clusters, Si-rich or Mg-rich, were
observed after NA. Nonbalanced clusters after prolonged NA were
reported also in Refs. [19,33].

In the samples pre-aged at 293 K, type 1 clusters are formed. For
PA times of 40 min or more, DSC results show an endothermic
signal at around 483 K, which can be attributed to the dissolution of



Fig. 7. TEM images corresponding to an AA time of 30 min at 453 K with pre-ageing at RT (a) and at 373 K (b).

Fig. 8. Annular bright field images (a), (b) obtained in STEMmode and High resolution TEM images (c), (d) of specimens with 180 min PA at RT (a), (c) and at 373 K (b), (d), followed
by 120 min AA at 453 K. Zone axis is [001]. The three variants of needle shaper b00 precipitates oriented parallel to the 〈100〉 matrix directions are indicated in (a) and (b).
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type 1 clusters, prior to the precipitation of the b00 phase. This
endothermic peak is more pronounced as the PA time increases,
indicating that during PA a progressively higher fraction of Mg and
Si atoms form clusters. The observed gradual shift of the b00 phase
precipitation peak to higher temperatures with increasing PA time
can be explained by the influence of the dissolution of type 1
clusters on such precipitation. Whereas after short PA time the b00

precipitation of the Mg and Si atoms that remain is solid solution
(that is, not in type 1 clusters) occurs simultaneously with the
dissolution of clusters, for longer PA times the precipitation of the
b00 phase is progressively delayed to allow the dissolution of type 1
clusters. Furthermore, the DH associated with the nucleation and
growth of b00 phase remains constant independently of the PA level,
since it measures the enthalpy change between the b00 phase pre-
cipitates and the solid solution. The dissolution of clusters 1 at
temperatures higher than 483 K has been confirmed by micro-
hardness measurements, with a marked Hv decrease in the first
minutes of AA [34].

Contrasting with this behavior, in samples pre-aged at 373 K
there is no indication of an endothermic signal, and, as the PA in-
creases, the peak temperature Tp decreases and the DH associated
with the nucleation and growth of b00 phase is reduced. These ef-
fects indicate that the type 2 clusters do not dissolve, but serve,
instead, as b00 precipitate nuclei. It has been reported that clusters 2
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transform into the b00 phase, and are called pre-b00 by some authors
[7,16,30]. The type 2 clusters reported in this work correspond to
the GP-zones formed at 343 K in the work of Murayama et al. [14].

The reduction of DH as PA time increases indicates that type 2
clusters evolve during PA toward a composition and structure that
has a similar formation enthalpy as that of the b00 phase. Therefore,
for long PA times, the transformation to the b00 phase occurs with
negligible enthalpy change, as presented in the Results section.

Van Huis et al. [13,35] proposed different structures and com-
positions of type 2 clusters, and calculate their formation enthalpy
with respect to the solid solution by first-principles methods. The
DH difference they obtain between some of those structures and b00

phase is actually small. Phases with Mg:Si ratios higher and lower
than 1 are energetically favorable. Some of those with high Al
atoms fractions additionally have small lattice mismatch, making
them probable candidates for the type 2 clusters. In this case, the
transformation of type 2 clusters to b00 would occur with the
replacement of Al atoms by Mg and Si atoms [13]. Atom probe to-
mography studies suggest that the type 2 clusters composition
evolves with aging time. It has been reported that after ~103 min at
373 K the Mg:Si ratio is close to 1 [30], while in samples aged
~105min the Mg:Si ratio approaches the range of 1.5e2 [16].

Analysis of clusters’ energy shows that the Mg-enrichment is a
condition for clusters stabilization [33]. Simulated compositional
evolution suggests that the NA clusters cannot reach the compo-
sition required for survival under AA. Our results indicate that type
1 clusters are stable up to around 483 K, and b00 precipitation occurs
after or simultaneously with the type 1 clusters dissolution. The
relative stability of NA clusters leads to less solute availability for
clustering or precipitation under subsequent aging at temperatures
below 483 K [7,22,30]. The high Mg/Si ratio reached by clusters
under aging at 373 K leads to their relative stabilization, and sub-
sequent transformation to b00 phase [33]. First-principle calcula-
tions of formation enthalpies have shown that they monotonically
decrease in the order of the observed phase transformation:
DH(SS) � DH(pre-b00) � DH(b00) [4]. We found that pre-b00 particles,
or type 2 clusters, reach a composition/structure under extended
373 K aging which make DH(pre-b00) z DH(b00).

Both type of clusters share a high density of Mg and Si atoms.
However, they show different hardening behavior. While the evo-
lution of hardness corresponding to type 1 clusters reaches a
plateau, that of type 2 clusters continues to grow after long PA
times. This effect is another indication of the evolution of type 2
clusters, consistent with the results of reference [16]. Hardening
under AA at 453 K shows the three expected stages, underaging,
peak aging, and overaging. It is important to notice that long-time
aging at 373 K leads to higher hardness than that measured at the
peak aging, indicating that the final distribution of type 2 clusters is
more effective to hamper dislocation glide compared with that of
the b00 needle-shaped precipitates formed at 453 K.

From the hardness evolution, the degree of clustering can be
analyzed as a fraction transformed f, proportional to the number of
clustered atoms, given by:

f ¼ Hv tð Þ � Hv0
Hvm � Hv0

(1)

where Hv(t) is the hardness corresponding to ageing time t, and
Hv0 and Hvm are the hardness values at the beginning and at the
end of the transformation [36]. Assuming that both solute and
vacancy concentration are the same when the alloy is subjected to
the same solution treatment, Torsaeter et al. [28] propose that the
formation of the different type of clusters obeys to different
mechanisms: local atomic arrangement at RT and long range
diffusion at 373 K. In agreement, it has been proposed that type 1
clusters grow by a mechanism of vacancies solute trapping [37].
According to that model atoms are added to clusters following a
n ∝ lnt law, with n the number of clustered atoms, and t the RT
aging time. Our results of RT aging hardening before the plateau is
reached seems to agree with the Zurob et al. model [37], and can be
reasonably fitted with a relationship dHv/dlnt ¼ (10.8 ± 0.6).
Marioara et al. described the hardening due to type 2 clusters with
a similar relationship [7]. However, our results do not show a linear
increase of Hv with lnt. From 3DAP results it is proposed that RT
clustering is not diffusion controlled, as is 373 K clustering [16].
However, measurements begun after 7 days NA, and it is a time at
which Hv evolution saturates (Fig. 5). As a consequence it could be
the reason by which no type 1 clusters evolution is observed in
Ref. [16]. For clusters formed under aging at 373 K up to 104 min,
Serizawa et al. [16] proposed a clustering kinetics law n ∝ r3 ∝ t3/2,
with r the average radius of clusters. Our results of hardening by
type 2 clusters do not show an Hv-t3/2 linear relationship, indi-
cating that long range diffusion is limited possibly by mutual
impingement. Instead, a nucleation-growth-impigment trans-
formation mechanism is proposed, which can be described with a
Johonson, Mehl, Avrami y Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation [38]:

f ¼ 1� e�ðktÞn (2)

where n is the Avrami kinetic index, and k ¼ k0e�
E
RT , with E, R, T, k0

the apparent activation energy, the gas constant, the aging tem-
perature and the preexponential factor, respectively. From Eqs. (1)
and (2) an expression for Hv as a function of the aging time can
be written as:

Hv ¼ Hv0 þ ðHvm � Hv0Þ
�
1� e�ðktÞn

�
(3)

Our results of 373 K aging experimental data where fitted ac-
cording Eq. (3), with three adjustable parameters, Hvm, k and n. As
shown in Fig. 5 the hardening kinetics can be reasonable described,
with Hvm ¼ (75 ± 3), k ¼ (5 ± 1)10�6, n ¼ (0.50 ± 0.05). For com-
parison, the hardening kinetics due to b00 phase, under ageing at
453 K, was also fitted with Eq. (3), obtaining Hvm ¼ (69 ± 9),
k ¼ (1.1 ± 0.3)10�3, n ¼ (1.1 ± 0.2). As can be seen, the kinetic index
n for type 2 clusters is almost one half that for b00 precipitation. k is
temperature dependent, and cannot be compared.

The TEM results after long ageing at 373 K show a contrast that
corresponds to type 2 clusters. This contrast is different from that of
b00 precipitates, indicating that the aging temperature is too low for
the clusters 2 / b00 phase transformation, supporting previous
results presented in Ref. [7].

Microstructural characterization with TEM also indicates that a
higher density of smaller sized b00 precipitates is obtained after
30 min AA at 453 K when PA is carried out al 373 K compared to
that at RT. A similar effect was also observed after longer AA of 2 h
at 453 K. These results illustrate the effect of PA at different tem-
peratures on the precipitation of the b00 phase. On one hand, they
indicate that PA at 373 K favors the nucleation of b00 precipitates,
confirming that type 2 clusters serve as nuclei for such precipitates.
On the other, they support the interpretation of the delay of the
hardening kinetics by PA at RT, attributed to the formation of type 1
clusters that must dissolve to allow the formation of b00 precipitates.
In this case, nucleation of such precipitates occurs at 453 K, with a
smaller undercooling than that at 373 K, and leading to a coarser
microstructure.

5. Conclusions

The clusters formed during pre-ageing at temperatures between
293 K and 373 K and their evolution with increasing time were
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systematically characterized in a 6082 Aluminum alloy mainly
through DSC experiments, complemented with hardness mea-
surements and TEM observations. Themain results and conclusions
are:

- A pre-aging transition temperature around 343 Kwas identified,
related to the formation of different types of clusters when pre-
ageing is carried out below or above that temperature, named
type 1 and type 2 clusters, respectively.

- The dissolution of type 1 clusters occurs concurrently with the
b00 precipitation, and the enthalpy change associated with the
latter precipitation remains almost constant. In contrast, type 2
clusters evolve reaching a structure and composition with for-
mation enthalpy similar to that of b00 phase.

- Hardness increases during NA according a Hv ∝ lnt law, reaching
a saturation value after around 104 min. Aging up to 5.9
104 min at 373 K leads to a continuous Hv increase, which can be
described with a JMAK type equation. The kinetic index n is
almost one half of that for b00 precipitation. Moreover, long-time
aging at 373 K leads to higher hardness than the maximum
reached under AA at 453 K.

- TEM observations of a sample aged 104 min at 373 K reveal a
dotted aspect indicating a high density of type 2 clusters, a few
nanometers in size. No b00 phase was detected. The size and
density of b00 precipitates after AA at 453 K denote that type 2
clusters favour its nucleation, contrary to clusters 1.
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